Optical binding of nanowires
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Abstract

Multiple scattering of light induces structured interactions, or optical binding forces, between collections of small particles. This has been extensively studied in the case of micro-spheres. However, binding forces are strongly shape dependent: here, we turn our attention to dielectric nanowires. Using a novel numerical model we uncover rich behaviour. The extreme geometry of the nanowires produces a sequence of stationary and dynamic states. In linearly polarized light, thermally stable ladder-like structures emerge. Lower symmetry, sagittate arrangements can also arise, whose configurational asymmetry unbalances the optical forces leading to non-conservative, translational motion. Finally, the addition of circular polarization drives a variety of coordinated rotational states whose dynamics expose fundamental properties of optical spin. These
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results suggest that optical binding can provide an increased level of control over the positions and motions of nanoparticles, opening new possibilities for driven self organisation and heralding a new field of self-assembling optically-driven micromachines.
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The physical properties of nanostructures are strongly influenced by their size and shape. Their arrangement into hierarchical meso-structures, or meta-materials, represents a major theme in materials science. One way to impose ordering on a collection of nano-structures is through optical binding. Optical binding between spherical micro-particles was first explored over twenty five years ago and has now been applied by numerous researchers. Recently, light mediated self-assembly of more generally shaped nanoparticles has also received attention. Multiple scattering of light produces finely textured force-fields whose structure depends both on the shape of the particles and the properties of the incident field. The result is a broad range of organisational possibilities. The formation and coherence of such assemblies result from the interplay between the systematic optical and hydrodynamic forces, together with stochastic thermal fluctuations; a realistic model must include all of these.

For spherical particles, analogies have been drawn between optical interaction forces and the potential-derived forces operating between atoms. The arrangement of optically bound spheres has been likened to a form of nanoscale chemistry, such principles being applied in the formation of nanoparticle lattices, and the patterning of substrates. However, while the molecular analogy is appealing, optical interaction forces actually arise from a continuous momentum exchange with an external, momentum bearing field. Unlike their atomic analogues, optically organized structures derive their structural coherence from intrinsically non-conservative forces: appearance notwithstanding, they are not at thermal equilibrium. A
recent study highlights this: the optical binding forces between two differently-sized spheres are not balanced, with the result that the pair will experience an overall force resulting in motion of the centre of mass. This demonstrates an important difference between optical binding and chemistry: optical fields can lead to non-equilibrium steady-state structures that move spontaneously. As we will show, non-conservative, non-equilibrium effects become increasingly conspicuous with reducing particle symmetry. Such systems can sustain a broad spectrum of stationary and dynamic states suitable, not only, for arranging and organising nano-structures, but also for driving spontaneous, coordinated motions. Such behaviour is, in a sense, life-like, having the potential for performing detailed tasks at the nano scale.

To investigate these possibilities we use a novel Brownian dynamics approach, based on that of Ermack and McCammon, that includes shape effects as well as appropriately coupled optical and hydrodynamic interactions and thermal fluctuations. The method is described in detail in the Supplementary Information. The approach relies on representing each nanostructure by a small number of rigidly connected beads, which are used in both the hydrodynamic and optical calculations. Constraint forces which act to preserve the relative positions of the beads are taken into account when updating the particles positions and orientations.

The inclusion of shape effects, and the resulting rotational degrees of freedom, profoundly alter the optical interaction, leading to qualitatively new behaviour, which we will discuss here in the context of nanowires. In this case, in particular, the interaction forces become anisotropic and the incident polarization plays an important role.

We will consider high index, high aspect ratio nanowires in counter-propagating light beams. This system has been chosen because of the technological importance of nanowires and their assemblies, and considerable recent interest in their manipulation and organization. Amongst the other possibilities described below, optical binding provides a route to creating ordered, reconfigurable nanowire arrays, potentially deposited onto substrates, with potential applications for photonics, or nano-electronics. The technique could be
Figure 1: (a) A schematic representation of a nanowire showing the coordinate axes used. The beam propagation direction is parallel to the $x$-axis and the polarisation is along the $y$-axis. The interference fringes are shown projected onto the $x-y$ plane but, in reality, extend parallel to the $z$-axis. (b) The forces acting between pairs of 50 nm diameter silicon nanowires of different lengths, as a function of separation in the $z$ direction. The nanowires are oriented parallel to the polarization i.e. along the $y$ direction, with their centres on the $z$ axis, both located in the same plane of high intensity created by the counter-propagating waves. (c) Optical forces generated by a ladder of 3 silicon nanowires ($d = 50$ nm, $L = 300$ nm) acting on a fourth nanowire, plotted as a function of its position in the high intensity plane. (d) The corresponding optical torques, acting about the $x$-axis. (e) Snapshots from Brownian dynamics simulations of nanowire ladder structures in the $y-z$ plane with $n = 2.5$. Left: $d = 50$ nm, $L = 0.5$ µm; Right: $d = 80$ nm, $L = 1.0$ µm. (See Movie M1 in Supplementary Information).

used independently, or in conjunction with other, complementary methods such as flow assisted dielectrophoresis\textsuperscript{41} to produce order at multiple length scales, as required by various integrated nanowire technologies.\textsuperscript{42} We simulate nanowires made from silicon ($n = 3.7$), gallium phosphide ($n = 3.2$) and titanium dioxide ($n = 2.5$). The nanowires are composed of spheres with diameters, $d$, in the range $25.0 \leq d \leq 100.0$ nm and lengths, $L$, varying in increments of $d$, up to a maximum of $5.0$ µm. The geometry of the optical system, comprising counter-propagating plane waves of wavelength 600 nm in water ($n = 1.33$), is shown in Fig. 1a. Interference produces a sequence of alternating high and low intensity fringes,
with a periodicity of $\sim 300\text{ nm}$. The propagation direction is parallel to the $x$-axis so that the fringes form planes perpendicular to $x$. Linearly polarised waves are polarized in the $y$ direction, while for circularly polarized beams, the electric field vector rotates in the $y-z$ plane. Where circularly polarised beams are used, the opposed beams have opposing handedness so that the electric field vectors rotate in the same sense. For fixed configurations, we report optical forces and torques normalized with respect to the optical power, given by the sum of the powers in right and left propagating waves. The absolute power becomes relevant in dynamic simulations, where it determines the relative strengths of systematic and fluctuating forces, influencing hopping rates and the stability of nanowire assemblies. In such situations, we quote the optical powers explicitly. The polarization of the light determines important, general properties of the nanowire dynamics, especially regarding optical torques and rotation. For counter-propagating beams, the available polarization states are remarkably diverse. The examples studied explicitly below are but two instances of the general case, whose qualitative features are described in the Supplementary Information.

The first form of behaviour we describe arises when nanowires are confined to a single bright fringe in linearly polarized, counter-propagating plane waves. In general, nanowires align with the electric polarization vector. Mapping out the optical forces between pairs of nanowires, aligned with the polarization, indicates a significant binding interaction when the nanowires are parallel and separated along the $z$-axis (see Fig. 1b). The optical force between the nanowires oscillates with a period close to the wavelength of the optical field in water, and a sequence of mechanical equilibria are predicted. The binding forces increase with nanowire length and decay approximately inversely with their separation. However, because optical forces are intrinsically non-conservative, such steady state configurations are, strictly, non-equilibrium with non-vanishing fluxes.$^{43,44}$ Asymmetries in the coupling between different degrees of freedom can conspire to push the nanowire ladders out of equilibrium. As a result, non-conservative forces are manifested through continuous or cyclical motions.
Figure 2: (a) Consecutive frames from a simulation at intervals of 0.1 ms, showing a nanowire move out of a 6-nanowire ladder structure into an adjacent interference fringe, before cycling around and back to its original position (see Movie M2 in Supplementary Information). Motions of this type are frequent and affect all of the nanowires; where multiple excursion coincide, the result may be a permanent loss of the ladder arrangement. In this simulation, \( n = 2.5, \ d = 100 \text{ nm} \) and \( L = 1.0 \mu \text{m} \). (b) \( x \)-component of the optical forces acting on the second rung of a four rung nanowire ladder as it is displaced in the \( x \) direction, normal to the plane of the ladder and the interference fringe, for nanowires of varying lengths, \( d = 50 \text{ nm} \) and \( n = 3.7 \). (c) As (b) but for the \( z \)-component of the optical force. (d) A vector map showing the forces acting on the second of four nanowires as it is displaced in the \( x - z \) plane, for the same system as (b) and (c), but with \( L = 2.0 \mu \text{m} \). The equilibrium position of the second wire should be at the centre of the plot. The large curved arrows indicate a typical cyclical excursion.
When several nanowires are placed along the z-axis, such that each is at mechanical equilibrium with respect to its neighbour, the binding forces add constructively (Fig. 1c), increasing the magnitude of the binding interaction with subsequently added nanowires. Lateral forces are also apparent, that keep the centres of the bound nanowires to a common axis, resulting in a 1-dimensional ladder-like structure. These accumulating optical interactions also induce optical torques (Fig. 1d), but they are relatively small and the strongest contribution to nanowire orientation is always due to direct interaction with the incident field. The ladder becomes increasingly mechanically stable with respect to in-plane motion, as more rungs (i.e. nanowires) are added. Furthermore, it is found that the optical binding forces increase with increasing nanowire length, thickness and refractive index. However, because optical forces are intrinsically non-conservative, such steady state configurations are, strictly, non-equilibrium with non-vanishing fluxes.\textsuperscript{43,44} Asymmetries in the coupling between different degrees of freedom can conspire to push the nanowire ladders out of equilibrium. As a result, non-conservative forces may be manifested through continuous or cyclical motions, as described below.

A full analysis of the stability of planar bound structures should include out-of-plane motions, and it is found that there are conditions under which nanowire ladders, while conditionally stable with respect to in-plane motion, may become unconditionally unstable with respect to these out-of-plane motions. Brownian dynamics simulations were performed on the nanowire ladders, in order to establish their thermal stability. The ladders were observed to be stable for a range of lengths, thicknesses and refractive indices—example snapshots are shown in Fig. 1e (See Movie M1 in Supplementary Information). Thermal stability was assessed by calculating effective stiffnesses from the variances in coordinates, for various distortions of the ladder structure (see Supplementary Information). Two types of distortion were considered: absolute distortions relating to confinement caused by the incident field, and relative distortions such as shearing between adjacent nanowires and variations in their separation. A general observation is that there is strong confinement of
the nanowires to the interference fringes and polarisation direction while, within the ladders, shear deformations occur very easily.

The effect of the number and size of nanowires on the stability of the resulting ladders has been explored and two further observations may be made. First, starting with the thinnest nanowires considered (for \( n = 2.5 \)), there is a general increase in stability as the number of nanowires in the ladder, or their thickness or length is increased. For example, for \( d = 30 \) nm and \( L = 1.0 \) \( \mu \)m, ladders are only thermally stable if they contain more than eight nanowires. Second, for larger thicknesses, the strength of confinement to the bright fringes diminishes with nanowire number such that, e.g., for \( d = 90 \) or \( 100 \) nm (\( L = 1.0 \) \( \mu \)m), ladders are only thermally stable when the number of rungs is less than eight or five respectively. Increasing the nanowire refractive index generally reduces the parameter range for stability (see Supplementary Information Figs. SI.3 and SI.4).

The nature of the ladder instability is identified from the simulation trajectories. The reduction in confinement to a given fringe allows excursions of the nanowires into adjacent fringes. For example, see Fig. 2a (Movie M2 in Supplementary Information): in a cyclic motion, one nanowire is initially displaced in the \( x \) direction to an adjacent fringe, then translates by approximately half a rung spacing parallel to \( z \), before returning to the original fringe and moving back to its original \( z \) position. Increasing the number of nanowires, or the nanowire length, thickness or refractive index, increases the frequency of such hops, resulting in a permanent loss of the ladder structure.

The origin of the instability may be understood by examining the optical forces acting on each nanowire. Two distinct, but related mechanisms operate. The first is illustrated by the plots in Fig. 2b,c. Increasing the length of the wires undermines the restoring force for out-of-plane displacements in the \( x \) direction (Fig. 2b). At the same time, displacing wires in the \( x \) direction induces an excess force \( F_z \) in the \( z \) direction, arising from the asymmetry of the environment. This combination of forces leads to circulatory motions of the nanowires, as drawn out in Fig. 2d. The repeated cyclic motion ultimately destabilises the ladder. In
principle, this instability can be counteracted by increasing the optical power, binding the wires more closely to the plane of the ladder.

The second mechanism is more fundamental. The same asymmetries in the wire environments lead to asymmetries in the structure stiffness matrix (see Supplementary Information). This is a fundamental consequence of the non-conservative nature of optical forces, and would not occur for forces derived from a potential. For instance, \( \frac{dF_{xi}}{dx_j} \neq \frac{dF_{xj}}{dx_i} \), for dis-similar nanowires, \( i, j \). Closed loops in configuration space appear that are not energetically neutral. In particular, successive displacements of nanowires \( i \) and \( j \) in the \( x \) direction that return the structure to its original configuration will be associated with an overall change in energy. This process gives rise to biased stochastic motion\(^{37,38,44} \) and, ultimately, to an instability that cannot be overcome by increasing optical power (see Supplementary Information).
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Figure 3: (a) Schematic of the translating arrow structure. Transverse velocity of arrow formation as a function of length and thickness of the nanowires, for (b) \( n = 2.5 \), (c) \( n = 3.2 \) and (d) \( n = 3.7 \). A beam power of 5 mW/\( \mu \)m\(^{-2} \) was assumed. (For example, see Movie M3 in Supplementary Information).

The second form of behaviour we consider arises when nanowires straddle one or more interference fringes. In this case, additional opportunities for symmetry breaking arise. Optical forces arise from the deflection of light by material inhomogeneities. Consequently, the direction of an optical force depends on the shape of the scattering object, with low symmetry particles able to generate force components that are absent in the momentum of the incident field. Notable examples include the stable optical lift of dielectric hemicylinders in linearly polarized plane waves, and the use of conical probes to produce controllable
transverse forces that function as variable optical springs.\textsuperscript{45–47} In each case, the forces result from asymmetric scattering by the object, which produces compensating optical momentum in the opposite direction.

More recently, optical binding between dissimilar spherical particles has also been shown to produce transverse force components,\textsuperscript{21,48} due to the inequality of action and reaction in a non-conservative system. In the present study it was hoped that transverse forces could be generated in systems of identical nanowires, if stable bound states could be found which lacked a mirror plane. A number of candidate structures were found (see Fig. SI.5); that possessed two inclined nanowires straddling adjacent fringes, and separated by a central wire, in the form of an arrow (see Fig. 3a). The structure is mechanically stable over a wide range of nanowire sizes and refractive indices (see Supplementary Information). However, the structure is not at equilibrium: a pronounced lateral force propels the arrow parallel to the direction of the central wire.

To simulate this system, nanorods were placed into the correct initial configuration. The coherence of the structure is preserved during translation so that the system is in dynamic tension, with viscous forces compensated by optical forces. In effect, this is a primitive, self assembled transducer. The total linear momentum of the incident field is identically zero, but the asymmetry of the nanowire arrangement redirects momentum, generating propulsion. The lateral force (parallel to the $y$ axis) varies with the length, diameter and refractive index of the wires. In a viscous medium, the force is represented by the resultant velocity of the structure, and this is mapped out as a function of nanowire length and thickness for $n = 2.5$ in Fig. 3b. Velocities up to several 10’s of microns per second in the direction of the arrow, are predicted for a beam power of $5\text{ mW}\mu\text{m}^{-2}$.

Increasing the refractive index to $n = 3.2$ or 3.7 generally increases the predicted velocities for a given nanowire size (see Fig. 3c & d). However, there are two regions of parameter space (indicated in white) for which the arrow-like structures cease to be stable. Instability sets in for arrows constructed from nanowires which are excessively thick and long (top
right region of the graph), but also for arrows in which the nanowires are short (left hand region of graph), with a narrow ribbon of stability separating the two areas. The nature of the instability appears to be different for the two regions of parameter space. For shorter nanowires, interactions with the interference fringes dominate over the binding interactions for inclined wires, with the result that the nanowires rotate into a parallel configuration; the loss of asymmetry results in a loss of translation. However, for the longer, thicker nanowires, it is the optical binding interaction which dominates. Inspection of the simulation frames (see Fig. SI.6) indicates that the nanowires move until they are in contact; subsequently the binding forces cause the inclined nanowires to move out of the plane of the arrow and the structure collapses.

Interestingly, the ribbons of parameter space between the two unstable regions coincide with the onset of negative velocities i.e. many of the arrow structures in these regions will travel backwards relative to the direction that the arrow is pointing. Substantial negative velocities are possible for a narrow range of parameter values. Although there is no simple reason, a priori, to expect motion in the direction of the arrow, the change in sign of the velocity is, nevertheless, intriguing and, presumably, arises from a subtle interplay between the binding interactions and the interactions of individual nanowires with the optical fringes, leading to small differences in the net transverse scattering. Similar subtleties in the geometric control of transverse forces have been observed in the design of 3-d nanotools. 47

As a final phase of this study, we consider the effect of circular polarization on nanowire binding and non-conservative morion. The total flow of optical momentum associated with pairs of equal, counter-propagating waves, is zero. However, if the constituent waves are circularly polarized with opposing handedness, the light field has a spin density, proportional to $\Im(E \times E^*)$ that can impart torques to the constituent particles. Any non-absorbing cylindrically symmetric particle with its symmetry axis aligned with the propagation direction of a circularly polarised plane wave will not rotate. This is a consequence of the symmetry in the scattered multipoles. 49 However, when the cylinders are arranged perpendicular to the
propagation direction, the resulting rotational dynamics is extremely rich, showing various forms of synchronization\textsuperscript{50–52} and spin-orbit coupling.\textsuperscript{53–55}

Positioning nanorods in different interference fringes in counter-propagating circularly polarised plane waves (Fig. 4 inset) results in synchronous rotation similar to that observed for dielectric spheroids.\textsuperscript{51,52} Optical binding forces act to constrain the centres of the wires to a single axis while spin optical angular momentum causes them to rotate in synchrony, in perfect alignment, at least when thermal fluctuations are neglected. The rotation rates vary with the nanowire lengths, increasing to a maximum at $L \approx 0.5 \mu m$ (for nanowires with $d = 50$ nm), and then decreasing towards zero (see Fig. 4). Interactions between the nanowires tend to increase the angular velocity, and the rotation rate rises as the separation, determined by the number of intervening fringes, decreases. Adding further nanowires to the structure in adjacent fringes was generally found to disrupt the rotations: when there are more than two nanowires, each is effectively in a different environment, both optically and hydrodynamically, with the result that perfect in-phase synchrony does not occur.

The physical origin of spin-induced optical torque is interesting, and several properties may be discerned by thought experiments.\textsuperscript{56} For example, an infinite rod with its axis normal to the propagation direction of an infinite, circularly polarized plane-wave will not experience a torque, since it is translationally invariant along its axis, and there is no definable centre.
Figure 5: (a) Schematic showing the rotation, and precession, of two nanowires placed adjacently in the same interference fringe of a pair of counter-propagating circularly polarised plane waves. (b) The trajectories of the centres of mass of two nanowires ($d = 100\,\text{nm}$, $L = 2.5\,\mu\text{m}$, $n = 3.7$, thermal fluctuations suppressed, Movie M4 in Supplementary Information) in the configuration shown in (a). (c) Synchronous rotation of triplets of nanowires (Movie M5 in Supplementary Information). (d) Centre of mass separation, rotation angles and precession angles for a pair of nanowires with $d = 100\,\text{nm}$, $L = 5.0\,\mu\text{m}$ and $n = 3.7$, placed adjacently in the same interference fringe of a set of counter-propagating circularly polarised plane waves with total power $5\,\text{mW\mu m}^{-2}$, as a function of time (Movie M6 in Supplementary Information). (e) Frames from a simulation of two nanowires initially placed sufficiently close that they could not rotate independently, illustrating the rigid rotation of a bound pair (Movie M7 in Supplementary Information).
It follows that optically induced torques, routinely observed in experiments, are edge effects, requiring spatial variation perpendicular to the torque axis, either in the field—a finite beam would exert a torque on an infinite rod—or in the particle. Since spin-induced optical torque is an edge effect or, specifically in the present case an end-effect, we can anticipate that the torque acting on a long finite rod in a circularly polarized plane wave will be proportional to $L$ and, since the rotational drag is approximately $\propto L^3$, rotation rates for long wires will decrease as $L^{-2}$, as suggested by Fig. 4 (see S.I. for further discussion).

A further question emerges if we consider cutting the nanowire in half. Will the two halves rotate as if they were still joined, orbiting about their combined centre of mass, or will they rotate separately, about their respective centres of mass? To address this question, we first consider the behaviour of pairs of nanowires, placed side-by-side in a single interference fringe (see Fig. 5a). In the snapshots shown, the two nanowires rotate separately but in synchrony. However, the motion is far from uniform. As the wires rotate, they move apart allowing their ends to pass each other (right hand frame); each time they pass through a parallel configuration (left hand frame) they are attracted and their spacing decreases. A second effect is also seen: the line joining the centres of the two nanowires is gradually rotating i.e. the two nanowires are precessing about their common centre of mass. This is quantified for a pair of nanowires in Fig. 5b.

The rotation and precession rates vary with the lengths of the nanowires and their separation (see Fig. SI.8 and Movie M4 in Supplementary Information). In the absence of thermal fluctuations, the average separation of the nanowire centres is approximately equal to an integer number of wavelengths, and depends on the initial configuration and $L$. This is analogous to the preferred binding separations observed in linearly polarised beams. The spin rotation rates of the nanowires are relatively constant with respect to their average separation, but the precession, or orbital, rates vary over four orders of magnitude for the nanowires studied. In general, the precession rate increases with the length of nanowire and with decreasing separation. Similar effects are found if we consider triplets of nanowires.
These typically form triangular configurations, with an average spacing that is an approximate integer multiple of the wavelength. As previously, the rods rotate and precess about a common centre (Fig. SI.9).

When thermal fluctuations are included, rotation and precession are still observed, although the motion becomes more complex to analyse. For example, Fig. 5d (Movie M6 in Supplementary Information) shows the behaviour of two nanowires with $d = 100\,\text{nm}$ and $L = 5.0\,\text{µm}$. The plot may be divided into four distinct regions, as indicated on the figure. Regions (i) – (iii) have increasing average separations (top panel) which correspond to decreasing precession rates (bottom panel). The rotations remain synchronised in these regions. However, in region (iv), the nanowires drift apart as binding is lost. This coincides with a loss both of precession and synchronisation, suggesting that each stem from a common cause.

Finally, we return to the initial question: concerning whether a pair of nanowires might rotate as a single body, held together by optical binding forces. Figure 5e shows frames taken from a simulation in which the initially configuration placed the nanowires too close to rotate without interfering with each other. The two wires bind with their ends overlapping, in a steady-state configuration which is stable provided the system is rotating (Movie M7 in Supplementary Information). The bound pair spins in the optical field, as might be expected. However, from the point of view of the individual nanowires, each effectively acquires orbital angular momentum from the field.

To summarise, these computer simulations show that optical binding between dielectric nanowires leads to many fascinating physical phenomena. Inclusion of the fluid response in the model is crucially important to the observed behaviour since hydrodynamic interactions dictate the kinetic pathway for intrinsically non-equilibrium systems. Furthermore, thermal fluctuations, which scale with the hydrodynamic resistance, determine the stability and coherence of any steady state. The predicted dynamical effects are surprisingly rich. As discussed above, the anisotropy of the interparticle forces favours ladder-like arrangements.
In common with all other optically bound assemblies, these structures correspond to non-equilibrium steady states, which is quantitatively manifested in the non-symmetric structure stiffness matrix.

In addition, the use of non-spherical particles opens the possibility of lower symmetry, mechanically stable assemblies, such as the arrow shaped triplets that spontaneously translate in a direction perpendicular to the momentum carried by the counter-propagating beams. Although we have focussed attention on one asymmetric configuration, others are possible with yet more complex motion.

We have also demonstrated the coordinated and synchronous rotation of arrays of nanorods. Perhaps most interestingly, a transition has been predicted from effectively rigid rotation of nanowire pairs, to independent rotation, with decreasing binding strength. At intermediate binding strengths, the nanowires both rotate and precess about each other. This behaviour reveals much about the coupling of spin angular momentum to matter. Our simulations show that the application of orbital torques rather than spin torques to discrete parts of the optically bound cluster, is a consequence of the rigidity of the structure, which effectively couples spin to orbital momentum in the mechanical system.

Finally, we comment that the extraordinary richness of the dynamical effects observed has been produced by a very simple reduction in symmetry. Although the particular configurations we have considered are somewhat contrived, experimental systems in which initial conditions are beyond direct control may be expected to produce combinations of the distinct forms of behaviour we have elucidated. Alternatively, additional degrees of experimental control may be introduced by using, for instance, additional optical traps. More generally, the parameter space offered by optically bound nanostructures is vast, and extending the investigation to other classes of particle, will yield yet more complexity. Even a minor change in shape can modify behaviour. For instance, tapered nanowires will experience steady, non-conservative axial forces, deforming equilibrium configurations, or causing systematic migration of entire assemblies. Although initial calculations suggest these effects are rela-
tively weak, more general symmetry breaking such as twists or bends will have much more profound consequences. Understanding the driven self-organization of fluctuating assemblies is of fundamental significance. Questions concerning the existence of extremal principles, which might minimize, or maximize, entropy production for example,\textsuperscript{60} or the importance of system history, are fundamental.\textsuperscript{58} Understanding them, through the examination of systems like the one described above, is essential in developing the capacity for the top-down, spontaneous self-organization of nano-machines capable of performing intricate tasks at the nanoscale.\textsuperscript{61}
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- Movie M1: Brownian dynamics simulations of ladder structures.

- Movie M2: Brownian dynamics simulation of ladder instabilities.

- Movie M3: Brownian dynamics simulation of arrow structures.


• Movie M6: Brownian dynamics simulation of nanowire pair in circularly polarized light.
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